
Contemporary Series
COOL GREY AMELIA

12” Profile

www.symbolmattress.com

MATTRESS CODE: KHEJZR

WARRANTY: 10 YEARS NON-PRORATED.

Support Core

Super Soft Foam

Cooling Stretch Knit Cover

Symbol Contemporary Series
Symbol’s Contemporary Series mattresses 

are engineered using nothing but the very best 
components and hand tailored with luxurious 

materials for a modern appeal.

Designed and built 
in the USA..

Proven materials 
made to last.

Contouring designs
for deeper sleep.

Cool gel foam for a 
cooler sleep.

Twin Twin-xl Full Queen King Cal King

Gel Infused Serene™ Foam

840 Foam Encased
Wrapped Coils

Gel Infused Serene Foam features advanced supportive air technology, 
which includes billions of microscopic air capsules that promote airflow, 
enhance breathability, and increases support without compromising 
comfort.

840 Foam Encased Wrapped Coils individually conform to your unique 
body shape for personalized support and reduced motion transfer.



Contemporary Series
COOL GREY ESCAPE

10” Profile

www.symbolmattress.com

MATTRESS CODE: KGVI

WARRANTY: 10 YEARS NON-PRORATED.

Cooling Stretch Knit Cover

Symbol Contemporary Series
Symbol’s Contemporary Series mattresses 

are engineered using nothing but the very best 
components and hand tailored with luxurious 

materials for a modern appeal.

Designed and built 
in the USA..

Proven materials 
made to last.

Contouring designs
for deeper sleep.

Cool gel foam for a 
cooler sleep.

Twin Twin-xl Full Queen King Cal King

Gel Infused Serene Foam features advanced supportive air technology, 
which includes billions of microscopic air capsules that promote airflow, 
enhance breathability, and increases support without compromising 
comfort.

Gel Infused FIRM Serene™ Foam

Super Soft Foan

Support Core



Contemporary Series
COOL GREY ISABELLA

12” Profile

www.symbolmattress.com

MATTRESS CODE: KHEJ2Z

WARRANTY: 10 YEARS NON-PRORATED.

Support Core

Cooling Stretch Knit Cover

Symbol Contemporary Series
Symbol’s Contemporary Series mattresses 

are engineered using nothing but the very best 
components and hand tailored with luxurious 

materials for a modern appeal.

Designed and built 
in the USA..

Proven materials 
made to last.

Contouring designs
for deeper sleep.

Cool gel foam for a 
cooler sleep.

Twin Twin-xl Full Queen King Cal King

Cooling Gel Foam

CopperGel™ Memory Foam

840 Foam Encased
Wrapped Coils

Gel Infused Serene Foam features advanced supportive air technology, 
which includes billions of microscopic air capsules that promote airflow, 
enhance breathability, and increases support without compromising 
comfort.

CopperGel™ Memory Foam incorporates microscopic copper-infused gel 
particles into the foam, creating an antimicrobial barrier against the body 
when compressed. CopperGel’s exceptional thermal properties provide 
lasting thermal comfort throughout the night.

840 Foam Encased Wrapped Coils individually conform to your unique 
body shape for personalized support and reduced motion transfer.

Gel Infused Serene™ Foam



Contemporary Series
COOL GREY MIRAGE

11” Profile

www.symbolmattress.com

MATTRESS CODE: KGJG

WARRANTY: 10 YEARS NON-PRORATED.

Cooling Stretch Knit Cover

Symbol Contemporary Series
Symbol’s Contemporary Series mattresses 

are engineered using nothing but the very best 
components and hand tailored with luxurious 

materials for a modern appeal.

Designed and built 
in the USA..

Proven materials 
made to last.

Contouring designs
for deeper sleep.

Cool gel foam for a 
cooler sleep.

Twin Twin-xl Full Queen King Cal King

Gel Infused Serene Foam features advanced supportive air technology, 
which includes billions of microscopic air capsules that promote airflow, 
enhance breathability, and increases support without compromising 
comfort.

Gel Infused FIRM Serene™ Foam

CopperGel™ Memory Foam

Support Core

CopperGel™ Memory Foam incorporates microscopic copper-infused gel 
particles into the foam, creating an antimicrobial barrier against the body 
when compressed. CopperGel’s exceptional thermal properties provide 
lasting thermal comfort throughout the night.



Contemporary Series
COOL GREY RAPTURE

12” Profile

www.symbolmattress.com

MATTRESS CODE: KGJH

WARRANTY: 10 YEARS NON-PRORATED.

Cooling Stretch Knit Cover

Symbol Contemporary Series
Symbol’s Contemporary Series mattresses 

are engineered using nothing but the very best 
components and hand tailored with luxurious 

materials for a modern appeal.

Designed and built 
in the USA..

Proven materials 
made to last.

Contouring designs
for deeper sleep.

Cool gel foam for a 
cooler sleep.

Twin Twin-xl Full Queen King Cal King

Gel Infused Serene Foam features advanced supportive air technology, 
which includes billions of microscopic air capsules that promote airflow, 
enhance breathability, and increases support without compromising 
comfort.

Gel Infused Serene™ Foam

CopperGel™ Memory Foam

Support Core

CopperGel™ Memory Foam incorporates microscopic copper-infused gel 
particles into the foam, creating an antimicrobial barrier against the body 
when compressed. CopperGel’s exceptional thermal properties provide 
lasting thermal comfort throughout the night.



Contemporary Series
COOL GREY SOFIA

12” Profile

www.symbolmattress.com

MATTRESS CODE: KHEJMA

WARRANTY: 10 YEARS NON-PRORATED.

Support Core

Cooling Stretch Knit Cover

Symbol Contemporary Series
Symbol’s Contemporary Series mattresses 

are engineered using nothing but the very best 
components and hand tailored with luxurious 

materials for a modern appeal.

Designed and built 
in the USA..

Proven materials 
made to last.

Contouring designs
for deeper sleep.

Cool gel foam for a 
cooler sleep.

Twin Twin-xl Full Queen King Cal King

Gel Infused Super Soft Foam

840 Foam Encased
Wrapped Coils

Gel Infused Serene Foam features advanced supportive air technology, 
which includes billions of microscopic air capsules that promote airflow, 
enhance breathability, and increases support without compromising 
comfort.

840 Foam Encased Wrapped Coils individually conform to your unique 
body shape for personalized support and reduced motion transfer.

Gel Infused Serene™ Foam
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